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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
By the mid-point of this century, citizens had seen
the development of engineering feats, which previously had,
not been thought possible.

The ensiling terminology became

household knowledge and in common use.

Among these

engineering feats, were the advancements made in the media
of communication, including radios, projectors, recorders
and television.

Indicative of this progress was the

launching of the Telstar satellite in 1964 which made
possible the instantaneous transmission of pictures from
continent to continent.

This opened the possibility for

half of the world to learn from the other half.

”No man

will live all his life in the world in which he worked in
his maturity. L These media have been created at a time
when education needed a boost in order to meet its
responsibility to the inquiring millions.
Since 1919> about twenty-five hundred research
studies have investigated the instructional use of the
new media elaborate and expensive machines such as motion
picture projectors and television.

Margaret Mead, “‘why Is Education Obsolescent?" ~~
The Teacher and the Taught, Ronald Gross, ed.
(New York:
Delta 19b3j, p.2bl.
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One of the newest means of communicating with groups
is through the use of the overhead projector.

It has

intrigued the imagination of many educators in recent
years for a number of reasons:

one is the use of this

projector in normally-lighted classrooms.

This fact is

important since many of the older materials required near
absence of light and because light control is a problem in
many schools.

Active participation on the part of the

students is encouraged because students are fully visible
to the instructor and he, in turn, to them.

The position

of the projector in the front of the room allows the
instructor to retain eye contact with the students.

While

observing their reactions, he can adjust the speed of his
presentation to the rate of their comprehension.

The

instructor can use his own materials or commercially
prepared "projectuals1* - large slides or transparencies.
The size can vary but the common size Is 8 1/2" x 11"
transparencies.

Any member of the group can use the

projector to work out a problem or Illustrate Ills sug¬
gestion.

Writing can be made on a clear transparency as

one might write on the chalkboard.

Transparent objects,

animated devices and fluids can also be projected so that
each person can see the enlargement on the screen over the
Instructor^ shoulder.

Unmasking pro jectuals for

progressive disclosure allows the instructor to reveal his

-im¬

material In fragmented form which Increases learning.2
Elementary art skill can produce arresting, professional¬
looking projectuals.

Color is easily applied.

Tapes of

varying colors and types facilitate preparation.
The purposes of this study are first to review the
limited studies and the related readings; secondly, to
report on a controlled research study Investigating the
readability of lettering on overhead transparencies.
This report will deal with projected visual
materials - their development, value, and efficient use in
group instruction.

Reference to the early use of non-

pro jected visual aids is Included to provide background
for the study.
History has recorded the extensive use of visual aids
in general by some educators for several centuries past.
Seneca and Cicero approved of visual forms of instruction;
Saint Jerome created marionettes to enhance his teaching.
In the Middle Ages, the prepossessing cathedral windows
became visual aids even to the illiterate.

Amos Comenius'

Unum Necessarium of 1668 revealed his experience that
children learn, not through books alone, but from familiar
objects as well.

This audiovisual pioneer found that In¬

volving more of the senses increased the learning.
2

B.R.Bulgelskl, The Psychology of Learning Applied to
Teaching (New Yorks Bobbs Merrill Company, Inc., 19'W), I

p.1^3.
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Nearly two and a half centuries later, the publica¬
tion of a research study by Joseph Weber (1921)3 "created
interest11 ^ for future studies.

Soon after motion picture

became common in classrooms. Charters (1933)^ asserted
that "Children of the early age of eight years see half
of the facts in the picture and remember them for a sur¬
prisingly long time."

Research on other audiovisual

techniques has suggested that valuable outcomes may be
forthcoming.

The studies done by the military (Ash

1949)6 have shown that individuals learn faster when
pictures and illustrations are used.
Projected still pictures were found to be about as
effective in teaching facts as silent motion pictures
(Brown and others).?

Later studies support this finding.

^Joseph Weber, "Comparative Effectiveness of Some
Visual Aids in Seventh Grade Instruction" (New York:
Columbia university 1921).
4Ibid
^w.W.Charters, Motion Pictures in Youth (New York:
McMillan Company 1933 p.bO.

,

6

Phillip Ash, "Related Effectiveness of Massed Versus
Spaced Film Presentation" Technical Report SDC 268-7-3
(Special Devices Center, 1949), p.79* as reported in
The Encyclopedia of Education Research.
^Brown and others, "School, Science and Mathematics"

.

1928

--
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Imperative and declarative subtitles are significantly
superior to interrogative captions on slides and film¬
strips.

(Butts).®

Motion Picture is superior in portraying interacting
events whereas the superiority of the filmstrip projector
lies in the adjustable and slower rate of concept
presentation.

(Van ormer).9

®Butts, "An Experimental study of the Effectiveness
of Captions" (Doctor's Thesis, Indiana University 1956).
9yan Ormer and Hoban, "Instructional Film Research,"
1918-1950, Technical Report No. Sdc 269-7-10 (Special
Devices Service 1950).

CHAPTER II
RELATED READING

CHAPTER II
RELATED READING
In the 1930's the bowling teams on the west Coast
first utilized the overhead projector as their score
boards.

Prom the bowling lanes, this medium emerged dur¬

ing World War II when audio-visual personnel were search¬
ing for new ways of quickly training soldiers.

Even

though it was an effective medium in the Armed Forces'
education centers, private industry was slow to adopt it.
Educational institutions were even more reluctant.

After

the Korean war, industry began instructing their salesmen
and other new employees with projectuals.
The editor of Audiovisual Instruction, Anna Hyer,10
relates "the passage of the National Defense Education Act
has done for the audiovisual field what Sputnik did for
education generally - triggered the pre-prepared charge.”
The availability of more money in 1958 and the expanding
class-numbers combined with well-planned sales strategies
by dealers of overhead projectors, has created an increas¬
ing interest during the past ten years in the infinite
uses of the overhead for class-room instruction.

10 Anna feyer. Audiovisual Instruction

f

April,

Recognizing the results of the Armed Forces' research
and other studies on visual instruction, many educators
have adapted their methods of instruction to incorporate
the newest type of projector - the overhead.
At Newton11 (Massachusetts) High School in 1945, two
math teachers, an art instructor and a football coach
shared one overhead projector.

Some of the faculty

organized mass-instruction by large group lectures,

with

the addition of two more projectors from sixty-five to
four hundred or more students were instructed in two large
classrooms and an assembly room.

The enthusiasm and

effectiveness intrigued fellow colleagues.

By 1962, over¬

heads had been permanently installed in thirty-five class¬
rooms ranging from kindergarten through the Junior College
The emergence of the quick-copy processing machines,
which can reproduce printed material on a plastic trans¬
parency in seconds, provided an added incentive to use
this medium.

Wilson12 reports that for teachers, step-

by-step teaching was now possible, and it could be follow¬
ed immediately by correction and evaluation in class.

11Henry Bissex, hHow overhead Projection Aids Large
Group Instruction.” Educational Screen 37. May, 1958,
pp.230-231.
12William Wilson, "Overhead Projector Hits Stride in
Newton Instructional program.” Audiovisual Instruction
April, 1962, pp. 202-203.
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From the Archbishop Stepinac School in White Plains,
New York, McGowan13 reported his chemistry students better
comprehended the laboratory experiments when they were
performed on the stage of the overhead projector.
In Pittsburg, California, Poe1^ found similar results
in dramatizing crystalization of copper sulfate solution
in a transparent dish.

As the solution evaporated the

crystals were enlarged on the screen.
The same author reported that ninth-grade students
improved in their work habits and looked for their own
errors when they knew their English papers would be trans¬
ferred to quick-copy projectuals for evaluation.
As librarian, Poe quickly and effectively taught
library skills to larger groups of children using the
overhead projector in comparison with the groups with
which a poster of card catalog samples had been used.
Book talks, illustrated with transparencies of covers and
pictures held the audience*s attention longer.

^ftev. Laurence JT. McGowan, "Application of the 6verhead to Teaching Chemistry.” Referred to by Fred pula.
A Comparison between Projected Slides and Vail Maps, p.10.
lj*Edgar Poe, "The overhead Projector Proves its
Adaptability” Audiovisual Instruction April, 1962, p.207.

After six months of using nearly one hundred-fifty
transparencies to teach high school bookkeeping to two
different grades Miller1^ concluded that:
1.

Class attention and interest is maintained to
a greater degree.

2.

Material can be displayed in depth on any topic
in the course of study.

3.

The overhead permits flexibility of presenta¬
tion.

4.

Time and effort were saved during the lesson
period itself but projectuals require extra
time and planning before hand.

"The time and

effort a teacher invests in preparing promotes
more interest in lesson planning and will
result in more effective and rewarding teaching
5.

Using the overhead encourages constant apprais¬
al of teaching techniques and methodology.

The effect of flexibility of arrangement and speed
available for instimetional presentations has been
described by Bateson1^ of the Canadian Defense Research
Board.

"New ideas can be learned only in terms of old

^Morris Miller, "Transparencies Save Time for the
Accounting Teacher" Audiovisual Instruction April, 1962,
pp.220-221.
^John Bateson, "Technical presentations" Tecnlfax
1957,1.

ideas; and that new ideas should he presented through
experience existing in the recipients mind.

To present

|j

new information, the ideas should he arranged in order to
reflect the mechanism of learning; every effort should he
directed toward making the presented ideas easy to
acquire.11

Bulgelski,^ in concurrence portrays the

lecturer as a stimulus object - attractive or repellent
in his own right - who must arouse the emotions of his
students.

If he is dull and flat, his communication

attempts will become conditioned stimuli for boredom and
apathy; if mean, sarcastic, irritable words will come to
create emotional reactions of resentment.

The job of the

teacher is to arouse the emotional reaction of 1feeling
good' (hope), in connection with the content he is
attempting to teach.

The teacher must be efficient in

operation if he is to condition the learners effectively.
Hansen,

18

at the University of Minnesota High School,

found the overhead projector to be one of the most
effective visual aids.

It has great potential for adding ;

meaning to the abstract symbol and processes in arithmetic.
-
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Overlays, accurately prepared in advance and attached to
the projectual, saved class time.

Clear plastic
•
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^B.&.Bulgelskl, learning Theories Applied to Teaching
pp.163: 121-122.
■^G.T.Hansen, "New Uses for the Overhead Projector"
The Mathematics Teacher 53: 476-469*
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instruments could be used for accuracy and clarity.
At the South Dakota School for the Deaf, Mrs. Gross,
a second grade teacher, used the projector as an aid in
reading - a difficult area for the deaf.

The experimenter

projected pages from the text and used a pencil for "the
bouncing ball technique."

The students were to be

developing correct eye movements in rhythm.

Sometimes she

■

typed the projectual which eliminated any use of picture
clues when the instructor wanted to test vocabulary
comprehension.

For the slow learners, projectuals of the

simplified story were easily projected.
In Oriskany, New York, the overhead projector has
been credited with promoting a love of reading in the
primary grades.

The experiment has been continued and

expanded since 1962 when one of the three first grades was
taught reading, using the overhead projector twice a day.
The average achievement in the experimental class of
thirty-two children was 2.6 as compared with 2.3 for the
other two on the Bond Clymer - Hoyt Developmental Reading
Test.

A few pupils in the experimental group read more

than sixty supplementary books outside class....only three
read less than thirty.

More than fifty percent of the

class read all fifteen textbooks provided, including one
second-grade text.
The treatment began with the story presentation on
the overhead projector by the Instructor.

*\v

'M 7

'

Y

±.\,

With the letters

1

V*

14-

-

six inches or taller, precise configuration of each word
was discernable by the entire class.

Children read the

projected material chorally the first time.
"Sr**

'

Phonics were

k

taught with spelling at a separate time.

In the morning,

the teacher unmasked the story one line at a time as the
children watched and heard the story read.

In the after¬

noon, pupils read the same story from a book with the
instructor supplying unknown words.

In the evening, the

children read the story in the double set of books kept at
home for the duration of the experiment.

Although some

studies have not found a significant increase in knowledge
acquired by students through the use of the overhead
projector, many study reports mention the improved teacher
planning and preparation.

In his book. Arithmetic for

Child Development, Lowry Harding specifies basic factors
in planning which make teaching more effective in the
classroom:
1.

purposes should be clear and definite.

2.

Subject matter areas and specific topics should
fit Into the experiences, needs, interests of
individuals.

3.

Plans should insure continuity of work.

4.

plans should be made to conform to goals and
objectives.

5.

Plans should provide for group and individual
differences.

15

-

6.

-

Plans should be flexible enough to provide for
emergencies and for changes*

7#

Plans should be carefully organized to save time
and avoid wasting effort#

Prom the related reading available the overhead
'

projector aids the instructor in his presentation of
content material in an effective way.
Review of the Literature:
A review of the literature available shows the
enthusiastic response of those using the overhead
projector but the writings fall to measure the actual
degree of learning, if any.

The data failed to give

enough substantial information that the experiments
could be replicated.

Careful, systematic research studied

are needed to determine what areas of the educational
program can be effectively taught by using the overhead
projector#
One of the advantages of this projector is the ease
with which a projectual can be prepared.

Since most

projectuals require lettering, the question often arises
"How large should the lettering be?”

Review of past

written literature revealed only one publication on the
topic.

This prompted the investigator to send survey

letters to the following;

-16-

Number returned

Number sent

Letters sent
producers of lettering equipment

21

Letter manufacturers

23

14

Transparencies, film
aid filmstrip companies

10

4

Microfilm film centers

2

2

Publishers (books,
periodicals, journals)

21

9

Research Centers

2

2

School of optometry

1

0

80

38

With exception of two letters received, all concern¬
ed reported no research information available regarding
the readability of lettering.

Two responses gave refer¬

ence to a publication by Eastman Kodak which was entitled
!

i

'

*

"Art-Work Size Standards for Projected Visuals.’1
With the increased use of overhead projectors it is
amazing to the author that research studies have not been
publicized regarding the use of the overhead projector
nor the lettering used on it.

The fact remains either

research has not been carried out or it has not been pub- j
lished.
■ •

personal interviews with six audio-visual
•,

’>

>'

\ \

>.. \ • i

iJ “

specialists further emphasized the lack of research on the
lettering characteristics and readability on overhead
projectuals for use in elementary school classrooms.

-17-

Eastman Kodak19 advocates that the smallest number or
letter symbols should be 1/8 of an Inch high for satisfacM

L

•'

tory legibility when the viewer is at a distance of six
times the width of the projected image.

This is utilizing

a seven and one-half by nine and one-half inch transparen¬
cy.

When the image is viewed at twelve times the horiz¬
ontal dimension the smallest symbols should be 1/4 of an
inch in height.

In another publication by Eastman Kodak,

“Effective Lecture Slides”, the authors state that "If
lower-case pica typewriter type is used, the text will be
legible at about forty-five feet from a 72 inch screen.

1^No.S-l2 "Art-Work Size Standards for Projected
Visuals" Rochester: Kodak, 1964.
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When only capital letters of elite type are used, the
projected Image should he legible at somewhat greater
distance.”

This is in reference to utilizing 2" x 2”

slides with the projector about 22 feet from the screen.
In compiling an extensive list for the partially
sighted children, Evelyn P. Carlson and Associates20
found readability was dependent on type size, type face
and leading (pronounced like "heading”).
Type face:
A type face is a specific design given to each
individual character which marks it as belong¬
ing to a particular type "family." All
characters bearing the same design are grouped
by name in a certain type family such as
Bodini, Baskerville, Century, or Caslon, to
name only a few. These are names of type faces
and some of them are distinguished old family
names with very interesting histories. In each
type face (or family) there may be many dif¬
ferent branches - some are bold, some light,
some extended, some condensed. Such terminology
is used in the graphic arts to describe a type
face. In this listing of books an attempt was
made to describe in a general way the type face
for each volume.
boldface — Characters appear unusually
bold, black, with good contrast
and width, easier to read.
lightface — Characters appear unusually
light, thin, delicate - not as
much contrast, not as easy to
read.

1
I

‘I,.

.

V

nr\

Thorn and P.Ebert, "Suggested heading for the partial-*
ly-Sighted Child; part 1” Elementary English, p.885.

, ,

■

. ,

----1*
-

sans serif - Most text type or body type is
designed with serifs - fine
cross strokes at the top and
bottom of each of the individual
letters. Sans serif type faces
are type faces designed without
these fine strokes. The effect
of the latter is rather bold
with good contrast and simplic¬
ity of line, making it especial¬
ly well suited for the partially
sighted.
Type size;
Besides having definite characteristics of
appearance, each type face is available in a
number of standard type sizes.
Type size is
measured in “points“ and a point is defined as
1/72 of an inch with 12 points equal to one
pica, or 1/6 of an inch. A given point size is
the precise amount of vertical space occupied
by a complete line of type. But, this measure¬
ment includes not only the type face that
appears on the printed page but the shoulder of
the type as well. The shoulder is an extension
of metal which is a part of the actual type and
provides for some spacing between each line of
type.
Leading:
In addition to the type face and size, another
consideration is the space allowed between the
lines of type. Many people who work with the
partially seeing report this to be of almost
equal importance to type size.
The human eye has puzzled man for ages.
vision have been developed.
contains cones and rods.

Theories of

It is thought the retina

The rods are presumed to record

monochrome intensities while color is recorded by the
cones.

Physiologically it is thought that rays of light

pass through various sections of the organ to a sensitive |
area where light patterns are transmitted to the brain vi

-20-

nerve impulses*

Experimentation and observation has

shown some things about the movement of the lens, the
action of the iris and other structural parts of this sen¬
sitive organ which is called the mind^ window*
One physicist (name unknown) maintained that the eye
was like a camera and that the retina was a photographic
plate that could be developed, if the chemical actions
could be stopped*

He lived at a time when the guillotine

was particularly active in Prance*

This physicist obtain¬

ed an eye from a freshly executed man and managed to
treat the retina chemically.

He produced a picture show¬

ing the lower part of the guillotine*21
The layout and format of a projectual are very impor¬
tant for efficient comprehension of the projected material •
1.

On the overhead projector, the viewer is
involved as he anticipates what the
instructor will reveal next.

Progressive

development of concepts is apparent when
overlays are used.
2*

It*s important to have a dominant motif in
every projectual.

Among many ways this can - ■ -

be obtained are the arrangement and con¬
trast of units.

G1Lecture by George Ingle, Monsanto Chemical Company,
March 8, 195^ as interpreted by Donald Curtis in Chalkboard Patterns and Colors.
1954.

f

3.

Different characteristics stimulate cur¬
iosity, variety, beauty.

Size, shape and

texture variations have emotional appeal
and add vitality to projectuals.
4.

Directional lines and pointers are reliable
attention holders.

Guy Busell*^ found that special directions to look
for certain things in the picture produced a much more
detailed examination of the picture.
the viewer were also longer.
Movements and Reading:

The eye fixations of

In a publication, "Eye

Pacts and Fallacies" by Stanford

Taylor,president of the Educational Developmental
Laboratories, the reader is informed that "eye movements
•*V

'•

•

•

'

•

•

*•

. V >

'

,

:

..

-V, •

*

are neither the cause nor the effect of good or poor
reading.

In other words, the eyes do not dictate to the

mind what it shall understand; neither does the mind
dictate to the eyes where they shall look.

Instead there

exists an ineraction and interdependence between the
ocular motor activity and the central processes, each
function indirectly influencing the other."
•''

'

V

■

•'

'

•

OO

‘“ Guy Buswell,

"How People Look at Pictures."

University of Chicago, 1935. p«198.
•'*
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23gtanford Taylor, "Eye Movements and Reading: Facts
and Fallacies." Educational Devlopmental Laboratories

1 ?65.p.L.

Greater retention of information is obtained when
the data is seen and discussed*

oh

Dr. James Brown*^

found

that over a period of fifteen months a group of students
forgot

12% of the technical terms they had known at the

end of the science course.
pictures they forgot only

Of the terms connected with

22%,

The ability to discriminate between fine details of
a test pattern is called visual acuity.

Apparently great

er sensory acuity cannot be developed by training but
sharper perceptual discriminations can be.2^ "under
certain conditions the human eye can see a match flame
200 miles away.”

(Rttch)2^ Careful tests have shown that

the human eye can perceive a thin wire whose diameter is
equal to 1/500,000 of the total field of vision.
Another factor which affects visibility and compre¬
hension is the viewing angle which is determined by the
type of projection screen used, for the angle of light
reflection governs the size and type of viewing area in
which the projected light is fairly uniform.

Beyond this

area the light intensity falls off and the image fades
out rapidly enough to hinder perception.

^ James Brown,
Age 1:1

l,The overhead fcro jector, "
September 1964. pp.30-33.

^William Trow, Teacher and Technology.
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19t>3. p.lb.
26Ployd Ruch, Psychology and Life.
York: Scott Foreaman^I54B.~
~'

Education
New York:

3rd Edition.

New
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Research tests2? undertaken to determine legibility
of a televised and or projected image as it is affected by
variations in the angle of viewing, show that beyond 45°
distortion becomes objectionable and the legibility deter¬
iorates.

The angle is measured from the axis of projec¬

tion (an imaginary line from the center of the screen).
The glass beaded screen reflects light to a narrow area
while the lenticular screen reflects it to a wider angle.
The matte screen reflects light equally well in all direc¬
tions.

The brightness of the image is affected by both

the viewing angle and the type of screen used.
Considering the preceding variables, the question
still confronts the teacher preparing lettered projectuals
— "How large is 'large enough to read'?”

Is it better to

use the 1/4n lettering, commercially available?

2?baver Chapman, Desi gn for FTV. ""planning Schools with
Television. ( New YorF* Educational Facilities Laborator¬
ies, 196b) p.89.
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PROCEDURE - METHODS - MATERIALS
Purpose of study:
The purpose of this research study was to investigate the
readability of various sizes of type which are equivalent
in height to the elite type, the pica type, primary type
and the commercially available size of one-fourth inch.
This study is limited to 8 1/2 x 11 transparencies for the
overhead projector.
Considering the rapid increase in the use of the
overhead projector as a class instructional tool, and the
interest of instructors to create their own projectuals,
there is need for research in the standards of lettering
and their effect on the readability.

Therefore, the

following research was undertaken.
To investigate the readability of various sizes of
lettering on 8 1/2 x 11 inch projectuals for use in
elementary classrooms, six original projectuals were de¬
veloped for this study by the experimenter.
ed five sets of four letters.
size of lettering.

Each contain-^

Each set was a different

The sets were organized in a prear¬

ranged order: medium, small, large, small, medium.
letter appeared at least once in every projectual.

Each

-26-

Selection of lettering:
The ten letters from the Snellen Chart were typed In
upper case lettering using an electric typewriter.

Being

electric, an even touch was assured, and the letters were
printed with the same density.
inch in height.

This type was 3/32” of an

These letters were then photographically

enlarged to l/8n, 3/16" and 1/4” to correspond to the
height of pica and primer type and the size commercial
letter suppliers have available,

A second 3/16” lettering

bulletin type, was also utilized in the study because
typewriters so equipted can be purchased for school use.
This lettering was produced on an electric bulletin type¬
writer,

All lettering was printed on a clear base diazo

film which produced positive black letters.

The investigator arranged the letters in sets of four
in random order.
size.

All letters of a given set were the same

Each projectual contained at least one of all ten

letters in its five sets.

For convenience of administrat¬

ing the treatment, ten sets were printed on each diazo
sheet but treated as two separate projectuals.
* /»'

kgw.

, ; ■»,* Zjb

Reproduc-

s a’'/M

tions are included as Illustrations 4, 5 and 6-

In the case of the bulletin type the investigator
arranged the reverse side of a sheet of carbon paper fac¬
ing a sheet of white paper.

Typing was done on the carbon

The white paper was then placed into a Thermo-Fax office
copy machine, which reproduced the copy on transparency

-27-

film material — type 127.

Note*

A copy of the instruc¬

tions on the film box (127) for proper techniques of re¬
producing may be found in the appendix.

This film was theh

used for the master in creating the projectual utilizing
the Tecnifax2^ Proto-printer and Pickle Jar method of
■ft

i

reproduction.3°

*

The projectuals were then mounted on

overhead projectual frames.
Selection of groups;
With full cooperation from Joseph Cebula, principal
of Marks Meadow Elementary School,31 arrangements were
made to schedule a 50 foot by 30 foot room in the school
for the study.

The teachers were informed of the idea of

the study by the principal.

The investigator developed a

schedule which involved five intact classes each to be
tested as a group for a period of twenty-five to thirtyfive minutes.

The subjects furnished their own pencils

for the readability investigation.
classes were as follows:

The size of the five

first grade 22, second grade 24,

third grade 22, fifth grade 19, sixth grade 20.

£%ecnifax Corporation, Appleton Street, Holyoke,
Massachusetts.
3°phillip j. Sleeman, "Lettering process Simplifies
Overhead projectual problems,” Reproductions Review.
Vol. 14, No. 6, p«52* June, 19FT.
^Demonstration - laboratory school at the University
of Massachusetts.
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Control of variants;
To control such variables as?

brightness of projec¬

tor light, clarity of lens and avoiding a possible burned
' hf

* . VJ'

out bulb, the mirrors, lenses and stage were cleaned and
a new 500 watt bulb inserted in the Beseler overhead
projector.

Since matte screen material has the ability to

reflect in all angles and is less variable than either
lenticular or glass beaded, it was chosen for this re¬
search.

A 70 x 70 inch screen was mounted on the wall in

an anti-keystoned position.

A voltmeter, attached to the

projector, indicated the voltage at the machine, which was
maintained at 120 volts by ad justing an auto-transformer.
An attempt was made to make a uniform environment....
the glare and blackout drapes were carefully drawn and
artificial lighting was used in the controlled environment j
with the ventilator changing the air and the room tempera-'
ture was kept at a constant degree (75°).

The same room,

projector, screen and research assistant were utilized
throughout the investigation.
Presentation of the treatments*
To standardize the directions, a tfollensak, t-1400.
Tape Recorder was used to record and amplify the instruc¬
tions of the investigator to each of the separate groups
throughout the investigation.

The general idea was to

determine the effect of letter size and distance on the
■

readability of letters for use on overhead projector

H
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transparencies for elementary school use.
As the subjects entered the room, each was randomly
assigned a code number and instructed by tape in the use
of the form given him on which he was to record the letter^
projected on the screen*
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After being greeted by the researcher and her assis¬
tant the subjects were instructed in the procedure of the
treatment.

The sample projectual (see page 33) served as

a warmup for each subject.
During the treatment sessions a mask with flaps was
I

operated by the investigator to reveal one set of letters
while blocking all other sets.

After eight seconds the

flap was closed leaving the screen without an image for
three seconds.

On a prepared form which may be found in

Appendix E, the subjects were to reproduce the four
letters which they perceived during the eight seconds, or
they could continue into the three second blank period
following.
After they had seen the five sets, the subjects
rotated their seating arrangement, saw another five sets
and rotated again for a total of five different,
distances from the screen.

seating

Through this system of rota¬

tion each subject viewed the five sets of four upper-case
letters at five foot intervals from the screen:
'-.

a,..-,.

r, -

twenty
\

feet, twenty-five feet, thirty feet, thirty-five feet, and
forty feet.

These distances refer to the measurement from

the further side of the table at which the subjects were
seated.

Many students sit nearer to the screen than

twenty feet in a classroom but since the overhead projector can dc usea lor .Large group instruction tne investiga¬
tor decided to use the above five distances.
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The five sets of four letters each, were projected
onto the matte screen for eight seconds per set.

The

j|

clicks of a stopwatch measuring the predetermined time were
recorded on tape with the directions thereby assuring stan-^
dardized time allotment for all groups.
Readability test evaluation:
Following the testing period, the answer forms were
collected and the children returned to their classrooms.
A score of one was assigned to the correct reproduction
of each letter.

The highest possible score for each dis¬

tance was twenty (four letters in each of five sets).
rpjjj[g anm multiplied by the five distances gave a grand
■

total of one hundred (twenty x five distances).

The com¬

posite scores were analyzed by an "A x B x S,f statistical
design.32

Three collapses were performed at each level

disregarding, in turn, distance, letter size, and subject.
Each grade was treated as a unit in that the differences
between subjects was not investigated or recorded in this
study.

Where an interaction of distance and letter size

was noted, further analyses were performed for each letter
size to determine if it fluctuated significantly over the
viewing distances.

Where a significant distance and/or

letter size effect was noted, multiple F-Tests were con-

Lindquist"!
Design
Educat:

'’Treatment by Treatment by Subject",

X

v
■

A
-

r
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
In analyzing the resulting scores of each grade
level, an F-Test was performed in which the significance
of the distance (A), the letter size (b) and interaction
of the two was revealed, if present.

To do this, certain

terms were calculated in the following manner*
To determine the distance effect, SS was computed
as follows:
T2
A
SS
A =

5 N

Nx5x5

Where T^ is the total of all subjects’ score on distance
20 feet, N is the number of subjects in that grade.
The same procedure was followed to find the letter
size effect, SSfi.

T
B

The formula employed was:

i

T

B

4

m
T

2
B

m 2
m 2
, T
, T
B
* B

4

5

SS
B
Where T

5 N

Nx5x5

is the total of all subjects’ score on distance
B
twenty feet, N is the total of subjects in that grade.
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The value of SS

was computed as a residual in one
BA
of the "collapses”, in which distinction over subjects was
not considered*
Each sum of squares above was divided by their
respective degrees of freedom (df) to obtain the mean
square (ms).

For complete discussion of the statistical

analysis the reader is referred to Design and Analysis of
Experiments in Phychology and Education by Lindquist.33
The F-Test was computed by dividing the ms^ factor by
the ms

factor. Likewise the dividend of ms over ms
AS
a
iJo
gave the researcher the results of the effect of various
letter sizes.

The interaction of distance and letter size

was revealed by the divident of ms

AB

ms

F-Test for;

A

A
ms

AS
ms
B

B =
ms

BS
ms
AB

AB
ms

ABS
-'-'Ibid

over ms

Bo

.
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The critical value for the level of significance
selected was determined by referring to a statistical

This process was repeated for every grade level*
For grade levels showing a significant AB (distance-letter
size) interaction the researcher calculated the means of
the readability scores over all letter sizes for each
distance*

This was also done for each letter size over

all distances.

T$ie reason this was done was to actually

investigate what effect distance had on the readability
and likewise what effect letter size had on this factor.
The difference between every possible pair of score total
means was determined.

If it surpassed the critical value

no connecting line was drawn.

If it failed to surpass the

critical value a connecting line was drawn.
been labelled NSD.

This line has

The following formula was followed in

determining the critical value:

d

-

BS

This same procedure was applied to the means of the
scores of readability over all letter sizes at each dis¬
tance for the four classes whose scores on the ?-Test of

distance (A) proved significant.

Since the first grade

I

score showed insignificant difference on this test, this
procedure for determining specific instances of distance
effects was omitted.
Where significant interaction of distance-letter size
occurred further analysis was performed.

For each grade

concerned the sum of each subject's score for each letter
size at each distance was calculated.

Likewise the sum

of the cells squared was computed and the following form¬
ula was applied to give the F-Test results:
(^X )2

£X2

ss.

(b = between
distances)

N x 5 x 5

N

T2
SS

2X2

_

N x 5 x 5
SS

SS

SS

h

(w * within
distances)

tfhe mean square factors (ms) were calculated as
previously explained.

The F-Test score was the dividend

of the ms^ and msw factors.

This chapter includes the

tables so developed for each individual letter size in
grades two, five and six, illustrations 5>

19*
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Rcsults of Statistical Analysis — Grade One;
Table 1 records the results of the computation done
for this grade level.

The letter size proved to be

significant at the .01 level.

The effect of distance on

the readability scores proved to be Insignificant.
Because there was no significant interaction of letter
size and distance, no further analysis was undertaken by*
this researcher.

TABLE 1
SUMMARY TABLE OP ANALYSES OP DISTANCES
FOR EACH LETTER SIZE FOR GRADE ONE
(N - 22)

Source

SS

df

ms

F

41.15

4

10.29

2.409

B letter size

329.32

4

82.33

21.165

S subject

127.64

21

6.08

16.37

16

1.02

BS letter size
x subject

168.04

84

2.00

AS distance
x subject

358.81

84

4.27

489.47

336

1.46

1530.80

549

A distance

AB distance
x letter size

ABS distance
x letter size
x subject
Total
**

sign.

**

.698

Significant at the .01 level

Although these subjects were eager and cooperative,
they showed some anxiety and frustration as a result of
the inadequate amount of time allowed for them to repro¬
duce the letter images projected on the screen. It was
apparent to the tester, by observation, that the reaction
time of the first graders is a factor in the readability
scores.
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Table 2 records the twenty-two compiled readability
scores at each of the five distances investigated at the
grade one level for each letter size,
TABLE 2
READABILITY SCORES AT EACH DISTANCE FOR GRADE ONE
(N a 22)

Letter Size

20*

;i-i

30'

35'

40'

52

42

27

37

3/16"

2nd

3/32"

27

22

11

5

1

3rd

1/4"

50

50

47

46

45

4th

1/8"

25

22

16

12

11

5th

3/16"

64

58

51

49

59

i

1st

in

OJ

25'
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Table 3 records the resulting computation when the
critical value was applied to the differences of all
possible combinations of means of the readability total
scores over all distances,the following pairs were
found to be significantly different:

that is, the pre-

ceding letter size proved to be statistically superior to
the following letter size:
and 1:2.

5:1, 5:^> 5:2, 3:4, 3:2, 1:4, i

The letter size pairs which did not prove to be

significantly different at this grade level were:

5:3*

3:1, and 4;2.
TABLE 3
READABILITY SCORES OVER ALL DISTANCES FOR GRADE ONE

Letter Sizes

Score Totals
(Total Possible 44o)

Critical Value .35^

Score Means in
Descending Order*

2.248 -|

3rd

238

1.90

J -|

1st

210

1.68

J

4th

86

.06

2nd

66

0

\jj

281

•

5th

page 40 of this text and refer further to A# Edwards.
Experimental Design in Psychological Research. Holt,
Rhlnehart and Kinston, l§o3. pp7l;$6-145,T165-166.

1_

(jf « 22)

O)

CO

10

1N30

in

rt

CO

CM

DISTANCE IN FEET

RELATIONSHIP DISTANCE-LETTER SIZE
_
GRADE ONE

Results of Statistical Analyses -- Grade Two:
In Table 4 the results of the calculations have been
recorded which show at the second grade level, significant
effect of distance and letter size as well as interaction
of the two (AB) at the ,01 level ♦
TABLE 4
SUMMARY TABLE OP ANALYSES OP DISTANCES
FOR EACH LETTER SIZE FOR GRADE TVTO
(N * 24)

Source

SS

df

ms

P

sign.

A

62.99

4

15.75

6.2

*#

B

194.49

4

48.62

S

424.88

23

18.47

AB

59.29

16

3.71

BS

118.87

92

1.29

AS

243.17

92

2.64

ABS

440.75

368

1.20

1544.44

597

Total
**

Significant at the .01 level

37.689

3.09

**

—48—

Because there was interaction between letter size and
distance, further analyses were done which revealed letter
sizes B2 and B3 to be significant at the ,05 level.

The

effect of the other three letter sizes were insignificant.
TABLE 5
FURTHER ANALYSES DUE TO LETTER SIZE-DISTANCE INTERACTION
(N - 24)

GRADE TWO

Letter size
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

*

ss

5 LETTER SIZES

df

ms

F

sign

.08
2.06

.036

NSD

21.07
2.77

9.892

*

1.07
2.12

.505

*

7.60
2.53

3.003

NSD

.66
1.79

.368

NSD

Between
Within

• 300
236.500

4
115

Total

236.800

119

Between
Within

84.28
245.04

4
115

Total

329.32

119

Between
Within

4.28
244.04

4
115

Total

248.32

119

Between
Within

30.38
290.42

4
115

Total

320.80

119

Between
Within

2.62
206.67

4
115

Total

209.29

119

Significant at the . 05 level
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Table 6 records the compiled readability scores at
each distance of all twenty-four second grade subjects who
participated in this research.
TABLE 6
READAB]CLITY SCORES AT EACH IJISTANCE POR GRADE TWO
(N . 24)

Letter size

20'

25'

30 '

35'

40'

1st

3/16"

75

73

75

73

76

2nd

3/32"

72

6l

39

30

17

3rd

1/4"

68

74

77

65

67

4th

1/8"

7^

63

63

48

40

5th

3/16"

87

87

83

78

79

When the critical value of *293 was applied to every
possible pair of means of the readability scores over dis
tances, the following letter sizes were found to be
significantly different:
3:4, 3:2, and 4:2.
difference.

5:1* 5:3* 5:4, 3:2, 1:4, 1:2,

Only 1:3 showed no significant

Table 7 records the results,
TABLE 7

READABILITY SCORES FOR EACH LETTER SIZE OVER ALL DISTANCES
GRADE TWO

Letter size

(N - 24)

Critical Value .293

Score Total
(Total possible 480)

Score Means in
Descending order

5th

3/16"

414

3.45

1st

3/16"

372

3 • 10

-j

3rd

1/4"

351

NSD
2.93 -i

4 th

1/8"

288

2.40

2nd

3/32"

219

1.83
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In Table 8 the reader may find the total scores for
each distance over all letter sizes.

The means wore cal¬

culated and arranged In descending order.

This table

portrays the results of the critical value of .496 applied
to the readability scores of second grade subjects accord¬
ing to the formula as previously explained.
combinations were significantly different:

The following
twenty feet:

thirty-five feet; 20 feetjforty feet; twenty-five feet:
thirty-five feet; twenty-five feet:forty feet; thirty
feet:forty feet.

The pairs not significantly different

were twenty feet:twenty-five feet; twenty feet:thirty
feet; twenty-five feet:thirty feet; thirty feet thirtyfive feet, and thirty-five feet:forty feet.

Again five

foot distances are statistically insignificant.
TABLE 8
READABILITY SCORES FOR EACH DISTANCE OVER ALL LETTER SIZES
GRADE TWO

Distances

(N - 24)

Score Total
(Total Possible 480)

Critical Value .496

Score Means In
Descending Order

20’
25'
30*

376
358
337

351
40'

294

3*13 1 -]
2.98 J msd
2.81
J -1
2.45 n
->

279

2.33 -1

JLN30 H3d
DISTANCE IN FEET
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Results of Statistical Analyses — Grade Three?
At the third grade level there proved to he algnlflcant effect of distance at the ,05 level and of the letter
size at the ,01 level of significance.
vas not significant.

The interaction

This is recorded in Table 9.
TABLE 9

SUMMARY TABLE OP ANALYSES OF DISTANCES
FOR EACH LETTER SIZE FOR GRADE THREE
(N a 22)

Source

SS

df

ms

53.22

4

13.31

B letter size

222.94

4

54.74

S subject

327.64

21

AB distance
x letter size

23.54

16

1.47

BS letter size
x subject

95.54

84

1.14

367•66

84

4.38

360.38

336

1.07

A distance

AS distance
x subject
ABS distance
x letter size
x subject
Total
*

**

1450,92

5^9

,05 level of significance
.01 level of significance

F

sign.

3.038

*

48.02

1.373

*#
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Table 10 records the compiled readability scores of
the twenty-three third grade subjects at each distance
investigated in this research*
TABLE 10
READABILITY SCORES AT EACH DISTANCE FOR GRADE THREE
(N = 23)

Letter size

20*

25*

30'

35'

40'

1st

3/16"

76

88

81

68

72

2nd

3/32"

52

61

43

23

31

3rd

1/4"

72

82

84

72

76

4th

1/8"

69

77

70

54

59

5th

3/16"

76

85

88

76

81

When the readability score means over all distances
at the third grade level were listed in descending order
the difference between pairs was computed as previously
explained*

For this group the critical value for letter

sizes was .287.

When applied to the differences between

all combination of pairs, the researcher found the follow¬
ing

letter sizes were significantly different:

1:4, 1:2, 3:4, 3:2, and 4:2.

5:4, 5:2,

Whereas 5:1, 5:3, and 1:3

showed no significant difference at the third grade level.

Table 12 reports the compiled total scores of the
twenty-three subjects over all letter sizes.

The means

were calculated and arranged in descending order.

Table

12 records the results of the above procedure repeated witlj.
the readability scores over all letter sizes.

The follow¬

ing combinations proved to be significantly different:
twenty-five feetj forty feet, twenty-five feet to thirtyfive feet, and thirty feet: thirty-five feet.

No signifi¬

cant differences were proven in the following combinations
of distances:

twenty-five feet:thirty feet, twenty-five

feet:twenty feet, thirty feet:forty feet, twenty feet:
thirty feet, thirty feet:thirty-five feet, thirty-five
feet:forty feet.

The critical value for this calculation

was .558.
TABLE 12
READABILITY SCORES OVER ALL LETTER SIZES FOR GRADE THREE
(N » 23)

Distances

20'

Score Totals
(Total Possible 460)
393

Critical Value .558

Score Means in
Descending Order

1,

NSD

25'

366

3,42 1
3.18 i

30 •

347

3.02

35*

319

2.77 -j NSD J

40'

293

2.55 J

J

m

1N30 H3d
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Results of Statistical Analyses — Grade Five:
Table 13 records the results of calculations perform¬
ed at the fifth grade level.

The effect of both the dis¬

tance and the letter size proved significant at .01 level.
Significant interaction of these tvo factors was apparent
at the .05 level of significance.
TABLE 13
SUMMARY TABLE OP ANALYSES OF DISTANCES FOR EACH LETTER SIZ$
GRADE FIVE

(N = 19)

F

sign.

10.99

7.00

**

53.73

23.60

*#

16

1.40

1.77

164.04

72

2.28

AS

112.59

72

1.57

ABS

207.77

288

.79

1092.32

474

Source

SS

A

43.97

4

B

2x4.92

4

S

306.55

18

AB

22.47

BS

Total
*
**

df

ms

Significant at the .05 level
Significant at the .01 level

*

Due to the Interaction of letter size and distance at
the fifth grade level further analyses were performed which
showed letter size B2 significant at the ,01 level while
all the other letter sizes proved insignificantly different*
Table 14 records the results of the calculations.
TABLE 14
FURTHER ANALYSES DUE TO LETTER SIZE-DISTANCE INTERACTION
GRADE FIVE

Letter size
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

5 LETTER SIZES

(N - 19)

ss

df

Between
Within

17.431
224.527

4
90

Total

241.956

94

Between
Within

36.91
272.42

4
90

Total

309.33

94

Between
Within

2.779
83.579

4
90

Total

86.358

94

Between
Within

17.431
224.527

4
90

Total

241.958

94

Between
Within

4.527
72.

4
90

Total

76.527

94

Significant at the .01 level

ms
4.357
2.494

9.23
3.03

.695

F
.746

sign.
NS

3.05

**

.75

NS

1.746

NS

1.41

NS

.930

1.131
.8
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table 15
READABILITY SCORES AT EACH DISTANCE FOR GRADE FIVE
(N = 19)

Letter sizes

20'

251

30'

35'

40'

1st

3/16”

64

65

66

56

62

2nd

3/32"

52

47

36

26

21

3rd

1/4"

72

76

72

73

66

4 th

1/8"

72

54

57

50

50

5th

3/16"

74

75

67

70

64

•s*
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’tfhen the assigned critical value of ,436 was applied
to the differences between all possible combinations of
the means of the readability scores over all distances as
in Table 16, the following combinations were found to be
significantly different:

3:1, 3:4, 3:2, 5:1, 5:*, 3:2,

1:2 and 4:2 whereas insignificant difference was proved
between 3:5 and 1:4.
TABLE 16
READABILITY SCORES OYER ALL DISTANCES GRADE FIVE
(N - 19)

Letter size
3

1/4"

Score Totals
(Total Possible 380)
359

Critical Value .436

Score Means in
Descending Order

3.78
BSD

J

5

3/16"

350

3.68

1

3/16"

303

3.19

"I

4

1/8"

283

2.98

-1

2

3/32"

182

1.92
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The same procedure was followed in comparing the
distances.

In Table 17 significant difference appeared

between twenty feet:thirty feet, twenty feet:forty feet,
twenty-five feet:thirty-five feet, twenty-five feet:forty
feet and thirty feet:forty feet.

The four distance com¬

binations which were insignificantly different were
twenty feet:twenty-five feet, twenty-five feet:thirty feet
thirty feet:thirty-five feet and thirty-five feet:forty
feet.

The reader will note that five foot distances again

did not affect the readability.
TABLE 17
READABILITY SCORES OVER ALL LETTER SIZES GRATE FIVE
(K - 19)

Distances

Score Totals
(Total Possible 380)

Critical Value .356

Total Means in
Descending Order

20*

234

3.52 -j

25*

317

3.34 J

30*

298

3.14

351

275

2.89 -I

40'

253

2.66 -1

-i
USD

i

DISTANCE IN FEET

RELATIONSHIP DISTANCE-LETTER SIZE

-63-

64-
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Rcsuits of Statistical Analyses — Grade Six:
Table 18 records the results of the p-Tests performed

♦

The scores at this grade level gave results which were
significant at the .01 level.

In the effect of distance

and letter size as well as revealing interaction of the
two.
TABLE 18
SUMMARY TABLE OP ANALYSES OP DISTANCES FOR EACH LETTER SIZfe
GRADE SIX

Source
A

(N =20)

SS
52.67

df

ms

P

4

3.7

10.26

**

4

38.72

19.41

**

3.22

«*

B

154.

S

176.50

19

AB

48.69

16

3.04

AS

97.62

76

1.28

ABS

287.22

304

.95

Total

969.18

499

*#

Significant at the .01 level

sign.

Due to the significant amount of Interaction between
letter size and distance further analyses were performed.
Table 19 recorded letter sizes B2 and b4, the smaller
sizes utilized in this study, to be significant at the .05
level.

Sizes Bl, B3 and B5 proved to be insignificant.
TABLE 19

FURTHER ANALYSES DUE TO LETTER SIZE-DISTANCE INTERACTION
GRADE SIX

Letter size
Bl

B2

B3

B4

B5

(N » 20)

SS

5 LETTER SIZES

df

ms
.925

Between
Within

3.70
148.30

4
95

Total

152.00

99

66.10

Between
Within

233.90

4
95

Total

300.00

99

1.66

Between
Within

74.24

4
95

Total

76.24

99

Between
Within

31.26

190.05

4
95

Total

221.31

99

3.56

Between
Within

92.20

4
95

Total

95.76

99

. ^lailticanb at- the, .6% level

F
.592

sign.
NSD

1.561

16.53

6.72

#

2.46

.415
.790

.530

7-815

3.908

NSD

*

2.000

.89

.97

.920

NSD

66-
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In Table 20 the total scores of readability for each
of twenty sixth grade subjects have been compiled at each
distance investigated in this research.
TABLE 20
READABILITY SCORES OVER ALL DISTANCES FOR GRADE SIX
(N • 20)

Letter size

20'

25'

30'

35’

401

1st

3/16"

70

65

64

63

58

2nd

3/32"

68

53

47

28

24

3rd

1/4"

76

75

73

76

76

4th

1/8"

75

72

65

48

53

5th

3/16"

75

77

77

67

72

As in all the other grade levels reported, the dif¬
ference in all pairs of mean scores over distances for
this grade level were calculated.
were significantly different were;
5:2, 1:2, and 4:2.

3:1, 3;4, 3:2, 3:1,

This leaves only two combinations

insignificantly different:
level.

The combinations which

3:5 and 1:4 at this grade

Table 21 records the results of the calculations.
TABLE 21

READABILITY SCORES FOR EACH LETTER SIZE OVER ALL DISTANCES
GRADE SIX

Letter sizes

3rd

1/V

(N - 20)

Score Totals
(Total possible 380)

376

Critical Value .396

Score Means in
Descending order

3.76

-I

NSD

5th

3/16"

368

3.68

-

1st

3/16"

320

3.20

-|

4th

1/8"

313

3.13

2nd

3/33"

220

2.20

NSD
-

The same procedure was followed substituting distance
score means with the following results recorded in Table
22.

Significantly different were:

twenty feet:forty feet;

twanty feet:thirty feet, twenty-five feet:thirty feet,
and forty feet:thirty-five feet.

No significant differ¬

ence was proved between twenty feet:twenty-five feet,
twenty feet:thirty feet, twenty-five feet:thirty feet, and
forty feet:thirty-five feet.

Again five foot distances

did not affect the readability.
TABLE 22
READABILITY SCORES FOR EACH DISTANCE OVER ALL LETTER SIZES
GRADE SIX

Distances

20*

(N - 20)

Score Totals
(Total Possible 380)

364

Critical Value .

Total Means in
Descending Order

3.64

-I
*

25*

342

3.42

-

30*

325

3.26

-

40'

283

2.83

331

282

2.82

I

J
1

-

NSD

J
■ ■ "i

DISTANCE IN FEET

RELATIONSHIP DISTANCE-LETTER SIZE
Grade six

-69

CD

CO

CO

H3d

CM

70-
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Since many classrooms built for instruction of
elementary school children are between twenty-five and
thirty-five feet long, the investigator has included a
series of projectual overlays which compile the scores in
percent for all grades and all letter sizes at the thirtyfoot distance.
The colors on the graphs refer to grade levels:
dark blue - grade one, orange - grade two, light blue third grade, green - fifth grade, and red - sixth grade.
Prom this graph and its overlays, the effect

of

letter size on each grade level which participated in
this study have been graphed.

Letter sizes Bl, B3 and.

B5 are all superior to B2 and b4.
Grade four was used for a field test-tryout group
and the results were not included in this report.

ALL GRADES AT THIRTY FEET

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The problem;
Ifris study has been designed to Investigate the mini¬
mal height for readability of lettering on transparencies
to be used on the overhead projector for elementary school
Instruction#

Although there is a variety of literature

available on the overhead projector there is an almost
total lack of specific information regarding lettering
standards to be used in the making of transparencies#
Questionnaires of inquiry to many companies concerned with
lettering and the creation of projectuals indicate the lac]
of research studies related to minimal standards for read. ,

-

V

i „

•

"

V

(

ability; interviews with.audiovisual specialists confirmed
this.

An apparent absence of empirical data concerning

the letter size to be used motivated the present study.
The Method:
The transparencies were developed by the investigator
utilizing ten capital letters in groups of four.

The ten

letters were typed on an electric typewriter with elite
type.

The electric machine assured evenness of lettering

and touch.

These letters were then photographically en¬

larged to the height of pica type (2/16 of an inch), the

*
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helght of primer type (3/16 of an inch) and to the height
of one quarter inch,

A fifth lettering sample was created

by using an electric machine equipped with 3/16 of an inch
sans serif.

These were then printed by the diazo process

onto single positive black film, producing black letters
on clear background.
One class from each grade level in Markfs Meadow
Elementary School, Amherst, Massachusetts, participated in
this study.

The fourth grade was used as a field-test

try-out group and their results are not recorded as a part
of this research.

One hundred seven subjects received the

prescribed treatment in a fifty foot classroom made avail¬
able by the school administration.

The subjects in a

single grade were away from their classrooms as a group
for twenty-twenty-five minutes without their teachers.
By rotating the seating arrangement of the subjects
at five foot intervals.

The viewing distances from the

screen were noted and compared with the readability scores
of the material reproduced from the 70” x 70” matte
screen.which had been mounted on the front wall in an anti
keystone position.

Tables were so arranged that the sub¬

jects sat twenty, twenty-five, thirty, thirty-five and
forty feet from the front of the room.

The angles of

viewing were kept below 30 degrees and this factor was
not considered significant in the results.

79-
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Lcttcr Size Effect:
This study has revealed significant differences
exists in the readability of different letter sizes used or:
8 1/2" x 11" projectuals for the overhead projector in
instructing elementary school children.

The elite type

was most inferior at all grade levels.
Pirst Grade:
No significant difference was found between the elite
type and that which had been enlarged to the height of
pica.

Neither was there significant difference between

the bulletin type and the elite type enlarged to 8/32M.
Neither was there significant difference between the elite
enlarged to 8/32" and elite enlarged to 6/32".
lowing illustrates this:

order of superiority:

refer to the assigned letter sizes).

The fol¬
(Numbers

The horizontal lines

signify no significant difference.

■5-J. 1 i_2
Grade Two:
At this level no significant difference existed be¬
tween the bulletin type and the elite enlarged to 8/32".
The elite enlarged to 3/16" surpassed all other letter
sizes investigated.

Bulletin type proved to be the second

most readable.
5

*

2

-80-

Grade Three:
The subjects in this grade level scored highest seeing
the elite type enlarged to 3/16” and second highest when
seeing the letters made by the bulletin type.

For all

primary grades there was no significant difference in the
effect of bulletin type and the elite photographically
enlarged to 1/4",
.5

1

3,

4

2

Fifth and Sixth Grades:
No significant differences were found between elite
type enlarged to the height of pica and bulletin type
'

•

which was assigned the number B2 in this study.

Neither

was there significant difference between elite type enlarged to 1/4” and that enlarged to 3/16”.
f

.

• •

:

The latter

*

pair proved to be superior to the former both of which
s

were superior to the elite type,

JUL

2

Distance Effect:
Grade One:
At this level no effect of significant importance was
found.
Grades Two and Five:
Distances greater than five feet affected the readab¬
ility significantly.
proved insignificant.

Those distances of only five feet
The horizontal lines signify no

significant difference.
20 *

25 *

1-1

30*

35'

40*

1-1

1-»

»_1

Grades Three and Six:
Again no significant difference was found between five
foot distances,

in the results of these two levels, the

thirty foot distance is neither superior to the forty foot
distance nor is it inferior to the twenty foot distance.
At the sixth grade level the total for the thirty-five foot
distance surpassed the total for forty feet by only one
point, an Insignificant difference therefore the researcher
has grouped these two levels together.
201

25 *

u--1

301
1— ...

1-1

401

351
1

1_j

L--1

I-1

Pistance-Letter Size Interaction:
At the second grade level interaction at the .01 level
was caused by the elite type and that enlarged to 1/4M.

At

the fifth grade level interaction at the .05 level of sig¬
nificance was caused by the elite type.

At the sixth

grade level the interaction at the .01 level was caused by
elite type and that enlarged to the size of pica, 3/l6H.

-82-

Educatlonal implication:
Since it is not feasible for the classroom teacher
to photographically enlarge letters to 3/16” it is reccommended on the basis of this study that they be urged
to utilize the bulletin typewriter when producing letter¬
ing for projectuals of a permanent nature.
Further Research:
This study needs to be replicated in other areas and
with other age level of subjects*

Other researchers may

wish to extend the length of time the image is on the
screen, especially for first graders.

The relationship of

IQ and visual acuity as well as sex to readability scores
might be investigated.
■ c *

’ rv

• •• •. _■

tested*

,

V

•

|' V,

Larger groups of subjects might be
;

i,,

,

.;*• •; •

.

The effect of seating arrangement and angle of

viewing could also be investigated*

Since the author

utilized only upper case lettering a study could be de¬
vised to test the effect of upper and lower case lettering
With so little available research in the use of the
overhead projector and its accompanying projectuals there
is extensive need for further research and study in this
area of instructional media.
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OP TERMS
bulletin type:

sans serif lettering 3/16” high.

Critical Value; the statistical test of significant dif¬
ference according to Duncan’s New Multiple Range
Test.
Diazo:

process of developing projectuals using ammonia.

elite type* one of the sizes of lettering utilized in this
research study; size is approximately 1/16”.
legibility: the quality of handwriting that makes it read¬
able.
' .• >' s

•

NSDs

no significant difference.

pica type;
point:

type of about 6 lines to the inch; 12 points.

1/72 of an inch.

primer type: a size often employed in producing material
for primary children; 51 ©ms to a foot. The
upright lines are proportionately thinner than
others.
projectual: a large (7 1/2” x 9 1/2” or 8 1/2” x 11”)
transparent slide to be utilized with an overhead
projector in a lighted room.
readability: the quality of reading matter that makes it
interesting and understandable to those for whom
it is written.
sans serif;
'h

•.

1

*1J

subjects:

lettering without the fine cross lines.
■

1

.1,

■.

,

■

.

■

individuals being tested in this experiment.

transparency: in this paper it is Interchangeable with
projectual.

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE OP INQUIRY
Dear Gentlemens
,
|{
Knowing of your work In the field of lettering, I am
writing for any research material or studies you may have
available concerning the readability of lettering for
elementary, secondary or college students* I am particular-!;
ly interested in knowing the effect of the following factors:
..

1)
2)

Style
Type
Width
Height
Thickness

.

6)
,7)
8]
9)

Color
Upper-lower case
Negative-positive lettering
Others

This material will be incorporated into a culminating
research study regarding the total area of lettering.
Many thanks for your time and cooperation in this mat¬
ter* An early reply would be appreciated.

The above questionnaire has been sent to:

Responded:

A

producers of lettering equipment

21

7

B

letter manufacturers

23

14

transparencies, filmstrip
companies

10

4

2

2

21

9

JL

_0

80

38

D

microfilm, film centers

E

publishers (books, periodicals,
journals)

P

research centers

G

school of optometry

;y

APPENDIX C

- .

LIST OP RESPONDENTS
Advertising Aids Co., 424 Washington Avenue N.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
A-V Materials Bureau, wayne State University, Detroit,
Michigan.
Beseller Company, 219 South 18th Street, East orange.
New Jersey, 07018.
Carter's Ink Company, Cambridge 42, Massachusetts.
Cello-Tak Company, 431 W. 28th Street, New York, New
York.
Chart-Pak, Inc., One River Road, Leeds, Massachusetts.
>

V,..,

'>

4 .

. .

^ 1

• *

,

:•

•

,' .

■

^ '

Color-Stik, 219 South 18th Street, East Orange, New
Jersey.
Craftint Manufacturing Company, 18501 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland 12, Ohio.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York, 14650.
Esterbrook Pen Company, Delaware Avenue and Cooper
Street, Camden 1, New Jersey*
Pototype Corporation of New York, 1199 Broadway,
New York 1, New York
•vy, 1 ’

- fjs'-.

y

’

if

i,

*

f

Garrard publishing Company, Champaign, Illinois.
Gaylord Brothers, Inc., 155 Gifford Street, Syracuse,
New York.
General Aniline & Film Corporation, 140 West 51 Street,
New York, New York, 10020.
Kenworthy Educational Service, Inc., p.0. Box 3031,
138 Allen Street, Buffalo,
New York, 14205.
Letter-On, 9605 Bulls Run, Bethesda, Maryland.

LIST OP RESPONDENTS (continued)
Life Filmstrips, LIFE & TIME Building, Rockefeller
Center, New York, New York,
10020.
E

Lyons and Carnahan, New York, New York, 10020.

C

Moody Institute of Science, Education Film Division,
11428 Santa Monica Blvd. West,
Los Angeles 25, California.

B

Manhattan wood Letter Co. Inc., 151 west 18th Street,
New York, New York.

A

Marsh Stencil, Belleville, Illinois.

E

McCormick-Mathers Publishing Co. Inc., p. 0. Box 2212,
Wichita, Kansas, 67201.

B

Mutual Education Aids, 1946 Hillhurst Avenue, Los
Angeles, California, 90027.

E

Oxford University Press Inc., 417 Fifth Avenue, New
York 16, New York.

A

Proper Marking Association, p. 0. Box 537, Carbondale,
Illinois.
4' ;■

. T

•

••

•

’

•

J„.

E

Random House Phonovisual, 457 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York, 10022.

E

Readers Digest, Art Department, Pleasantville, New York

B

Redikut Letter Company, Hawthorne, California.

B

Scott Plastic Company, 805-H Tenth Street, Palmetto,
Florida.
Speedball-Hunt Manufacturing Company, Camden 1, New
Jersey.

E

Steck Company, Ninth and Lavaca, Austin, Texas.

B

Stick-a-letter Company, Rt. 2, Box 1400, Escondido,
California.

LIST OP RESPONDENTS (continued)

B

Tablet and Ticket Company, 115 E. 23rd Street, New York,
New York, 10010,

P

Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New
York, 10027.

D

University Microfilm, Inc., 313 North First Street, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

A

Wood-Regan Instrument Company, Inc., Nutley, New Jersey.

A

Varigraph Company, Madison 1, Wisconsin.

Personal Letters:
P

Dr. Albert Goldberg, Assistant to the Superintendent
for Research, Livonia, Michigan.

P

Sam Lambert, Director, Research Division NEA, 1201
Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.G., 20036.

•

'
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APPENDIX D
DIRECTIONS FOR READABILITY TEST
"Hello boys and girls.
assistant, Sara Chin.

I’m Miss Adams and this is ray

Today we are going to have some fun

with projectuals on the overhead projector.
We’re going to use the overhead projector and some
transparencies,

we are going to see which size letters

you can see easily.

Now remember, we just want you to

write down the ones you can see easily,

if it is too

small, skip it.

I put the trans¬

Go on to the next one.

parencies on quickly so you have to look, write it down or
print it; whatever type of writing is on the screen you
put down on your paper.
(- signifies a pause by the researcher and response
•

f

j

...»

by the subjects).
The first thing I want you to do is to look at your
paper.

If there is a place for the date fill in March

Your number --- is the number on your green tag.
age —; that is your secret.’

Your

You have the date, your

number and your age.
In the first box, above the diagonal line, I want
everyone to write ”Sn.
those letters.

With your eyes on the screen, copy

On the second line -, on the third

line-, on the fourth line-, on the fifth line-.

.

Remember, if you can't see it, skip it,
have you guess.

I would rather not

1

Just write down the ones you can see easil

and don't write down what your neighbor sees.'

I want to

know what you see.
In your second box above the diagonal line, I want you
to put down the section number.

Look at the end of your

row - you will find a big number (4" number on an 8” x 11"
paper).

Row one is section 20.

Row two is - section 25,

row three - section 30, row four - section 35 and the
last row - section 40.

put that number just above the

diagonal line in the second box.
second line -—, third line

The first line

, the

, fourth line —, and the

fifth one-,
Listen carefully.
and your paper.

Pick up your number, your pencil

Let's see how quietly you can do this.

Section forty come down and fill up the first row.

Then

each of the rest of you will move back one table and fill
up the chairs in the row behind you.

Let's start with

section forty.
Look at the end of your table and find your new sec¬
tion.

Row one is section -(20), row two -(25), row

three -(30), row four -(35), row five -(40).
that section above your diagonal line.

put

In the third box,

on the first line put down what you see on the screen.
The next line -, the third line -, the next line -,

=!

and the last ™.

I hope you are printing as neatly as

possible.
Again, we will have section forty come down front.
Take your papers, your pencils and move back -.
one; what section are you?

Section twenty.

now

Row two

j

is section

, row three-, row four-, row five —.

Be sure your new section number is on your paper.
(This was repeated four times providing step by step
directions and timing for each of the six projectuals in¬
cluding the sample and five test sections).
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School. Floor plan traced from the blueprint for electrical connections as
prepared by the architect.

Experimental room provided by the administation of Mark * s Meadow Elementary
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